Title: Indiscriminate Parking of Bicycles at SGH Campus

Introduction
1. There have been numerous cases where bicycle cyclists park their personal bicycles indiscriminately around SGH campus. This is due to a lack of bicycle parking facilities at the campus.
2. Public bike-sharing are also common where riders use bike-sharing services (SG Bike, Mobike, etc) to get around SGH campus.

Methodology
1. After conducting site surveys, Security Department designated certain ideal places in SGH campus that are found suitable to be demarcated into bike-share parking locations.
2. Facilities Management Engineering (FME) cleared the designated areas and we worked in concert with Land Transport Authority (LTA) to demarcate these areas into bike-share parking locations.

Results
1. Private bicycle cyclists are able to park their personal bicycles within these designated locations.
2. Bike-sharing cyclists also have separate designated areas where they are able to park their share-bikes properly.
3. Cases of indiscriminate bicycle parking reduced drastically.
4. A neater and more pleasant environment in SGH Campus is sighted by all stakeholders.

Conclusion
Security had always adopted enforcement measures to curb the number of indiscriminate bicycle-parking cases. With the creation of bike-share parking locations, we have adopted a people-centric approach to resolve and address this problem.